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The puzzle of finding consistent nuclear configurations for explaining both the decay probabilities
and moments of the 9/2−, 8+ and 21/2− isomers in and around N = 126 closed shell has been
approached in the generalized seniority scheme. Though h9/2 is the dominant orbital near Fermi
energy, the role of configuration mixing from the surrounding f7/2 and i13/2 orbitals is found to
be very important for the consistent explanation of all the isomeric properties such as the B(E2)
rates, Q−moments and g−factors. The structural behavior of the closed shell N = 126 isotonic
isomers turns out to be very similar to the N = 124 and N = 128 isotonic isomers which have
two neutron-holes and two neutron-particles, respectively. This is due to the pairing symmetries of
nuclear many-body Hamiltonian. As a confirmation, the microscopic shell model occupancies are
also calculated for these isomers in N = 126 chain which support the generalized seniority results.
Additional arguments using the systematics of odd-proton 9/2− states in Tl (Z = 81), Bi (Z = 83),
At (Z = 85) and Fr (Z = 87) isotopes are also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Isomers are the long-lived excited states of nuclei, and
are of fundamental as well as industrial interest, particu-
larly in medicine and energy [1–3]. One of the important
isomeric regions in nuclear chart belongs to 208Pb and
neighborhood [4], which is also known for shape coexis-
tence [5]. Most of the isomeric states in this mass region
exist because of the availability of many high-j intruder
orbitals leading to hindered transitions. Due to the sym-
metries of shell model corresponding to the pairing cor-
relations, a few isomeric states occur quite regularly in
spite of the complex nuclear many-body Hamiltonian,
and are known as seniority and generalized seniority iso-
mers, mostly found in the semi-magic (spherical or nearly
spherical) nuclei [6–11]. In order to map the boundaries
where the generalized seniority (nearly spherical) regime
changes to the region characterized by collective config-
urations [12], it is important to study the isomeric decay
properties and moments to obtain the information on nu-
cleonic structure and underlying configurations.

Recently, we have studied the generalized seniority
v = 1, 13/2

+
, v = 2, 12+, and v = 3, 33/2

+
isomers

in Hg, Pb and Po isotopic chains and understood their
isomeric decays and moments on the basis of a consis-
tent multi-j neutron i13/2 ⊗ f7/2 ⊗ p3/2 configuration in
contrast to the common understanding of pure i13/2 con-
figuration [13]. One may then ask if similar isomers exist
in various isotonic chains with protons as valence parti-
cles. The nearest neighboring N = 126 isotonic chain
would be a good example to look for such isomers. For
example, the 9/2

−
, 8+, and 21/2

−
isomers in N = 126

chain are believed to be arising from proton-h9/2 config-
uration on the basis of the pure seniority B(E2) trends.
Similar behavior has been predicted for the isomers in
neighboring N = 120, 122, 124 isotonic chains [12]. How-
ever, the recent B(E2) measurements of the 8+ isomeric
state in 214,216Th do not follow pure seniority estimates
and require the mixing of f7/2 orbital [14, 15], compli-

cating their corresponding configurations. Hence, more
investigation into the nucleonic configurations for these
9/2−, 8+, and 21/2− isotonic isomers is required.
Since the moments are more sensitive to nucleonic con-

figurations, it is puzzling that the Q−moment trend of
9/2− isomers, which is usually asuumed to arise from
pure proton-h9/2 orbital, does not support the pure se-
niority (single-j) estimates. Also, the g−factors of these

9/2
−
, 8+, and 21/2

−
isotonic isomers [16] remain quite

far from the pure Schmidt proton-h9/2 value. Efforts in
the past have been made to explain this using particle-
hole excitations, core-polarization effects and meson ex-
change currents etc. [17–19]. However, a consistent un-
derstanding of the decay properties and moments of these
isotonic isomers still remains an open puzzle. In view of
our recent efforts using generalized seniority [20–23], it
would be timely to explore this puzzle by investigating
the nucleonic configurations in these isotonic isomers and
search for a consistent multi-j configuration to explain
both their decays and moments.
In the present paper, we investigate the 9/2−, 8+, and

21/2
−
isotonic isomers in N = 126 closed shell and com-

pare with those in N = 124 (two neutron holes) and
N = 128 (two neutron particles) chains. We use the gen-
eralized seniority approach to obtain a consistent under-
standing of the decay properties as well as the moments.
The generalized seniority suggested orbital-occupancies
have also been validated with the microscopic shell model
for N = 126 chain. We have additionally explored the
9/2

−
odd-proton states in Tl (Z = 81), Bi (Z = 83), At

(Z = 85) and Fr (Z = 87) isotopes to test the symmetry
arguments in this mass region.

II. GENERALIZED SENIORITY SCHEME

The concept of seniority (v) emerges out of the pairing
correlations in shell model and may simply be defined as
the number of unpaired nucleons for a given state [24–26].

http://arxiv.org/abs/2202.00365v1
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It is usually described by using the quasi-spin algebra of
Kerman [27] and Helmers [28]. The pair creation oper-

ator S+

j =
∑

m (−1)
j−m

a+jmaj,−m and pair annihilation

operator S−

j which is the Hermitian conjugate of S+

j , sat-

isfy the SU(2) Lie algebra [7–10]. For multi-j degener-
ate orbitals, the generalized seniority scheme [29] should
be used by defining a generalized pair creation operator
S+ =

∑

j S
+

j , where the summation over j takes care of
the multi-j situation.
In this paper, we invoke the generalized seniority (GS)

scheme by defining the quasi-spin operators as S+ =
∑

j (−1)
ljS+

j [30] with lj being the orbital angular mo-
mentum quantum number. The corresponding pairing
Hamiltonian can be defined as H = 2S+S−, with the
energy eigen values [2s(s + 1) − 1

2
(Ω − n)(Ω + 2 − n)]

= 1

2
[(n − v)(2Ω + 2 − n − v)]. The total quasi-spin

s =
∑

j sj having generalized seniority v =
∑

j vj arises

from the multi-j j̃ = j ⊗ j′ ⊗ .... configuration with pair

degeneracy of Ω =
∑

j
2j+1

2
= 2j̃+1

2
. The total num-

ber of nucleons n =
∑

j nj and the generalized seniority

v =
∑

j vj remain an integer within the quasi-particle
picture of shared occupancies. The generalized pair-
operators S+ and S− also satisfy quasi-spin SU(2) al-
gebras with generalized seniority as a quantum number.
Consequently, the electric transition probabilities exhibit
a parabolic behavior as a function of particle number for
both odd and even multipole transitions. We recall the
generalized seniority selection rules and reduction formu-
las from our previous works [13, 20–23, 31–34] in the fol-
lowing expressions for electric multipole L (even or odd)
operators:
(a) For generalized seniority preserving (∆v = 0, v → v)
transitions,

〈j̃nvlJf ||
∑

i

rLi Y
L(θi, φi)||j̃

nvl′Ji〉 =

[

Ω− n

Ω− v

]

×〈j̃vvlJf ||
∑

i

rLi Y
L(θi, φi)||j̃

vvl′Ji〉(1)

(b) For generalized seniority changing (∆v = 2, v → v ±
2) transitions,

〈j̃nvlJf ||
∑

i

rLi Y
L(θi, φi)||j̃

nv ± 2l′Ji〉

=

[
√

(n− v + 2)(2Ω + 2− n− v)

4(Ω + 1− v)

]

×〈j̃vvlJf ||
∑

i

rLi Y
L(θi, φi)||j̃

vv ± 2l′Ji〉 (2)

where l and l′ determine the parities of final Jf and ini-
tial Ji states. Also, rL and Y L are, respectively, the
radial and spherical harmonic parts of the electric multi-
pole operator. The reduction formula in Eq. (1) can be
used to calculate the reduced transition probabilties of
isomeric states as well as Q−moments. We have already

touched upon the origin of isomers in various semi-magic
isotopes and neighborhood, along with their electromag-
netic properties such as reduced transition probabilities,
half-lives, Q−moments, g−factors etc. [20–23, 31, 32].
As a consequence, we established a new kind of seniority
isomers decaying via odd-electric tensor which involves a
parity change allowed in multi-j environment [20]. The
role of suggested configuration mixing was also found
to be crucial in resolving the long-standing puzzle of
the double-hump B(E2) trends for the first excited 2+

states [21]. This GS scheme for multi-j degenerate or-
bitals simply works quite well when dominating orbital
is surrounded by some lower−j orbitals lying closely in
energy. For example in Sn isomers, the dominating and
intruder h11/2 orbital gets active together with closely ly-
ing d3/2 and s1/2 orbitals [20]. In other case when dom-
inating orbital is surrounded by quite high−j orbitals
and are well spaced in energy, the realistic case of non-
degeneracy needs to be tackled. In the present paper, we
restrict the occupancy of these higher−j orbitals mak-
ing them less probable with respect to the dominating
orbital. This preserves the algebra while taking care of
the less chances of mixing of the neighboring higher−j
orbitals (jnei) lying far in energy to the dominating or-
bital (jdom) and therefore, handles the non-degeneracy
of the multi-j situation. The total occupancy may then
be written as n = A njdom +B

∑

jnei
nj ; with A and B

deciding the contribution of respective occupancies. The
corresponding pair degeneracy can be defined as

Ω = A
2jdom + 1

2
+B

∑

jnei

2j + 1

2
=

2j̃ + 1

2
(3)

The nuclear moments provide a good test for the pu-
rity of configuration and are most sensitive to the orbitals
with unpaired nucleons. We have recently proposed a
phenomenological model [22] to calculate the g−factor
trends by merging the idea of generalized seniority with
the well-known Schmidt model [35] termed as ‘Gener-
alized Seniority Schmidt Model’ (GSSM). The GSSM
expressions [22] are obtained by extending the Schmidt
model of single-j to the effective multi-j j̃ = j ⊗ j′ ⊗ ....,
and can be written as:

g = 1

j̃

[

1

2
gs + (j̃ − 1

2
)gl

]

; j̃ = l̃ + 1

2

g = 1

j̃+1

[

− 1

2
gs + (j̃ + 3

2
)gl

]

; j̃ = l̃ − 1

2
(4)

where gs and gl are taken to be 5.59 n.m. and 1 n.m.
for protons, while −3.83 n.m. and 0 n.m. for neutrons,
respectively. The GSSM calculated results come closer
to the experimental data than the pure Schmidt model
(single-j) for various seniority isomers in and around
semi-magic isotopes [22, 23]. This may be correlated to
the spin quenching of gs by the amount of j/j̃ in compari-
son to the Schmidt model. However, gl in GSSM remains
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nearly similar to that in the Schmidt model. The multi-j
GSSM takes care of proper configuration mixing for the
magnetic moment operator via valence nucleons which
takes care of spin quenching as in any first order per-
turbation theory [36, 37]. Further quantitative matching
may need the incorporation of higher-order microscopic
effects as in other microscopic methods involving core
polarisation, meson exchange currents etc. [38]. Inter-
estingly, GSSM results do not need any kind of tuning
to estimate the amount of spin quenching for explaining
the experimental data. In GSSM, the spin quenching is
governed by the multi-j configuration (j̃) as suggested by
generalized seniority, which consistently explains other
nuclear properties also.

III. THE 9/2−, 8+, AND 21/2− ISOTONIC

ISOMERS
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Experimental [39] and calculated
B(E2) trends for the 8+ isomers in even−A N = 124,
N = 126 and N = 128 isotonic chains. GS∗ trends are com-
puted with pair degeneracy Ω = 7 suggesting a limited mixing
of neighboring f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 orbitals in the h9/2 dominated iso-
tonic isomers. Pure seniority and GS calculated trends are
also shown for comparison.

We present the generalized seniority results for the
9/2

−
, 8+, and 21/2

−
isotonic isomers in N = 124,

N = 126, and N = 128 chains. The dominant active
orbital for these isomers is proton-h9/2 in all the three
chains, whereas the mixing of nearby proton-f7/2 and
proton-i13/2 orbitals in the total wave functions of these
isomers can not be ruled out. Using the generalized se-
niority scheme, the total pair degeneracy Ω turns out to
be 16 corresponding to the {h9/2 ⊗ f7/2 ⊗ i13/2} proton
multi-j configuration. The Z = 82 is taken to be proton-
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for the 21/2−

isomers in N = 124, 126 isotones.

core. Since these 9/2
−
, 8+, 21/2

−
isomers are dominated

by h9/2 orbital, the mixing of neighboring high−j or-
bitals in the respective isomeric wave functions can not
go beyond a certain limit in realistic cases. To take care
of this, we restrict the maximum occupancy of neigh-
boring f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 orbitals to various possible limits by
using the definition n = A njdom + B

∑

jnei
nj ; with

A and B deciding the limits to the respective occupan-
cies of dominant (jdom) and neighoring (jnei) orbitals.
The best and optimum results for both the decays and
moments (Q−moments and g−factors) of these 9/2

−
,

8+, and 21/2− isotonic isomers are found with A = 1
and B = 0.18, that is the occupancy of f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 or-
bitals are taken to be 4, resulting in a total occupancy of
14 on adding the full occupancy of h9/2 orbital. The
corresponding pair degeneracy becomes Ω = 7. This
choice of Ω, in a way, takes care of the non-degeneracy
of the multi-j environment where h9/2 orbital is more
probable (∼ 71%) than the other f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 orbitals
(∼ 29%). These results are labelled by GS∗ in B(E2) and
Q−moment trends, and by GSSM∗ in g−factor trends.
The calculations are done by fitting one of the experimen-
tal data for obtaining the B(E2) and Q−moment trends.
However, no such fitting is required for calculating the
g−factor trends using GSSM formulas. The multi-j con-
figuration j̃ has been considered to be originating from
l̃ − 1/2 in GSSM calculations since h9/2 dominates for
the considered isomers in this work.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Experimental [40] and calculated Q−moment trends for the (a) 9/2−, (b) 8+, and (c) 21/2− isotonic
isomers in N = 124, 126 chains.

A. B(E2) rates

Fig. 1 shows the experimental [39] and GS∗ (Ω = 7)
calculated B(E2) rates for the yrast 8+ isomers in even-
A, N = 124, 126, and 128 isotonic chains. All the exper-
imental data are listed in Table I. The GS∗ calculated
B(E2) trends using v = 2 are able to explain the data
very well in all the chains except the two measured val-
ues for Z = 88, 90 in N = 128 chain. This hints towards
a change in configuration for these yrast 8+, N = 128
isotonic isomers while moving from Z = 86 to Z = 88.
This may further be confirmed using their respective mo-
ments, if available.

Pure seniority (with Ω = 5) and generalized senior-
ity (with Ω = 16) trends are also shown for comparison.
Pure seniority results are able to explain the data until
Z = 88 in both N = 124 and N = 126 isotones. But the
role of configuration mixing (as suggested by GS∗) be-
comes crucial while explaining the recently measured 8+

isomers in 214,216Th [14, 15], where pure seniority would
lead to a large B(E2) value. In contrast, it fits into
the GS∗ trend leading to a much longer-lived isomer. In
2005, Ressler et al. [12] have explained the 8+ isomers
in various N = 120, 122, 124, 126 isotonic chains using
pure seniority scheme. However, no data were available
for Z = 90, Th isotopes at that time. These data are
now available and change the picture drastically. Inter-
estingly, the GS results with Ω = 16 lie quite far to the
data supporting our initial assumption of limited mixing

TABLE I: B(E2) values (in Weisskopf Units, W.U.) for the
8+ and 21/2− isotonic isomers in N = 124, 126, 128 chains.
The data have been taken from ENSDF [39], unless otherwise
stated. The uncertainties are shown in the parentheses.

Z Jπ N = 124 N = 126 N = 128
84 8+ 6.4(5) 1.12(4) 4.56(12)
86 8+ 0.173∗ 0.117(7) 3.3(+3

−1)
88 8+ 0.0094(+30

−20) 0.00137(17) 9.6(14)
90 8+ 0.055(7)@ 0.000656a 11.0(19)

85 21/2− 3.21(10) 2.66(10)

87 21/2− 3.99(4) 0.0439(20)
89 21/2− 0.119(20)
∗calculated using Eγ of 45 keV [39]
@Zhou et al. [14]
aestimated assuming 26 keV Eγ and 126 µs half-life [15]

from the neighboring f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 orbitals in these h9/2

dominated isomeric states. The 8+ isomers also exist in
216,218U without Eγ information and most probably are
α−decaying [41, 42].

We further present in Fig. 2 the experimental and GS∗

calculated B(E2) trends for v = 3, 21/2
−
isomers in odd-

A, N = 124 and N = 126 chains. In N = 126 isotones,
the measured B(E2) value for Ac, Z = 89 isotope clearly
supports the configuration mixing as suggested by GS∗,
in contrast to the pure seniority expectations. The GS
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trends are also shown for comparison and lie quite far
from the experimental data. In N = 124 isotones, the
configuration for Fr, Z = 87 isotope seems to be different
than the used proton configuration as it is situated very
far from the theoretical trends. No data are available for
these v = 3 isomers in N = 128 isotones.

B. Q−moments

TABLE II: Q−moment values (in the units of b) for the 9/2−,
8+ and 21/2− isotonic isomers in both the N = 124 and
N = 126 chains. The data have been adopted from Stone’s
compilation [40], unless otherwise stated. The uncertainties
are shown in the parentheses. In case of multiple measure-
ments, the weighted average value has been adopted.

Z Jπ N = 124 N = 126

83 9/2− -0.62(4)∗ -0.418(6)∗

85 9/2− -0.4(2) -0.33(23)@

87 9/2− -0.21(2) -0.138(3)
89 9/2− +0.04(10)

84 8+ (-)0.90(4) [-0.55(2)]b

86 8+ {-}0.32(4)a [-0.18(2)]b

85 21/2− (-)0.78(6) [(-)0.524(10)]b
∗Skripnikov et al. [43]
@Cubiss et al. [44]
aSign assumed by us based on the systematics
bnot measured, estimated from corresponding B(E2) values

Fig. 3(a) presents a comparison of experimental and

GS∗ calculated Q−moment trends for the 9/2− isomers
in N = 124 and N = 126 chains. All the experimental
data have mostly been adopted from Stone’s latest com-
pilation [40] unless otherwise stated and listed in Table
II with details. No data are available in N = 128 chain.
The GS∗ calculations using v = 1 and Ω = 7 explain
the data in both N = 124 and N = 126 chains very
well, whereas pure seniority and GS results lie quite far
from the data. This confirms the role of multi-j configu-
ration and configuration mixing as proposed by Ω = 7 in
GS∗ calculations. Similar Q−moment trends are shown
for the v = 2, 8+ isotonic isomers in Fig. 3(b), where
data lie on the pure seniority trend. This is due to the
fact that these values in N = 126 chain are not mea-
sured but estimated from the respective B(E2) values of
8+ isomers using pure h9/2 configuration [45, 46]. For
N = 124 isotones, the measured Q−values are derived
by using the quadrupole coupling constants calculated
while studying N = 126 isotones [46, 47]. Direct mea-
surements of Q−moments for these 8+ isomers will play
a crucial role to confirm the configuration mixing, par-
ticularly when the Q−moments of 9/2− isomers are in
line with GS∗ expectations. There is very limited experi-
mental information for the Q−moments of 21/2− isomers
available only in At isotope (Z = 85) for both N = 124
and N = 126 chains. Fig. 3(c) shows theory expecta-

tions for these v = 3, 21/2
−

isomers from GS∗, pure se-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Experimental [16] and calculated
g−factor trends for the 9/2−, 8+ and 21/2− isomers in all
the three N = 124, N = 126 and N = 128 isotonic chains.
GSSM∗(p) refers to the values obtained using the proton-
configuration mixing corresponding to Ω = 7, as adopted in
B(E2) and Q−moment trends. The dotted line represents
the pure Schmidt-moment value of g−factor in proton h9/2

orbital.

niority and generalized seniority. Further measurements
may confirm the situation.

C. g−factors

We now present in Fig. 4, the g−factor trends of
9/2−, 8+ and 21/2− isomers in all the three N = 124,
N = 126 and N = 128 isotonic chains. The GSSM∗

results are shown using the pair degeneracy of Ω = 7
and corresponding configuration mixing. The h9/2 or-
bital is occupied with 71% probability while rest of the
orbitals with 29%. We can therefore obtain the total
g-factor for these 9/2−, 8+ and 21/2− isomers using
0.84 × gh9/2

+ 0.54 × gf7/2⊗i13/2 , where 0.84 and 0.54
are the respective mixing amplitudes. The calculations
are done using gh9/2

as 0.58 (pure Schmidt proton value)
and gf7/2⊗i13/2 as 0.80 obtained from GSSM formula for

protons in l̃ − 1

2
configuration. This leads to a total

g-factor value of 0.92 (shown as GSSM∗(p) in Fig. 4)
which comes very close to the experimental data for all
the three 9/2

−
, 8+ and 21/2

−
isomers arising from pro-

ton h9/2 ⊗ f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 configuration as v = 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. Experimental data have been adopted from
Stone’s moment compilations [16] unless otherwise stated
in Table III. Pure Schmidt proton value for h9/2 and
GSSM(p) value for h9/2 ⊗ f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 (with Ω = 16) are
also shown for comparison.
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The calculated values using protons come closer to
the experimental data for both N = 124 and N = 126
chains. However, the measured g−factor is quite differ-
ent for 216Ra (Z = 88, N = 128) (sign assumed to be
negative on the basis of systematics). This value lies
near the GSSM(n) trend calculated using multi-j neu-
tron g9/2 ⊗ i11/2 ⊗ j15/2 configuration. This is how one
can decide the nature of active nucleons in the genera-
tion of these 8+ isomers, which can further be related to
the deviation in Fig. 1 for N = 128 isotones. Future
moment measurement for the 8+ isomers in Th isotopes
and 21/2

−
isomers in Bi isotopes would be important

to test the role of configuration mixing as obtained from
GSSM∗(p).

TABLE III: g−factor values obtained from the magnetic mo-
ment data (in the units of n.m.) for the 9/2−, 8+ and 21/2−

isotonic isomers in all the three N = 124, 126, and 128 chains.
The data have been adopted from Stone’s compilations [16],
unless otherwise stated.

Z Jπ N = 124 N = 126 N = 128

83 9/2− {+}0.9051(4)∗ +0.9093(4) {+}0.856(6)∗

85 9/2− +0.916(15) +0.92@

87 9/2− +0.882(11) +0.887(2)
89 9/2− +0.93(9) +0.920(13) +0.851(11)
84 8+ +0.921(6) +0.919(6)
86 8+ {+}0.898(7)∗ +0.894(2)
88 8+ {+}0.887(9)∗ {+}0.885(4)∗ {-}0.1(3)∗,a

85 21/2− +0.952(19) +0.910(8)
87 21/2− {+}0.887(3)∗

89 21/2− {+}0.923(19)∗
∗sign assumed by us based on the systematics
@estimated value
aaverage g−factor value [48]

IV. SHELL MODEL OCCUPANCIES

We have further tested the generalized seniority (GS∗)
suggested wave functions with the help of microscopic
shell model using the realistic effective Kuo-Herling par-
ticle interaction [49–51] above 208Pb for N = 126 iso-
tones which is shown to work well in explaining the spec-
troscopic properties of this mass region. The active va-
lence space consists of proton h9/2, f7/2, f5/2, p3/2, p1/2
and i13/2 orbitals having the respective single-particle en-
ergies of −3.799, −2.902, −0.977, −0.681, −0.166 and
−2.191MeV. The shell model Hamiltonian has been diag-
onalized using NuShellX of Brown and Rae [52]. The full-
space calculations have been done until Z = 88. Trunca-
tions for 215Ac and 216Th have been imposed by restrict-
ing 4 particles in proton h9/2 to meet our computational
limitations and allowing the remaining particles for con-
figuration mixing in the chosen proton valence space. We
have analyzed the shell model average occupancies for
h9/2 and f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 orbitals in the even-A and odd-A
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Comparison of shell model and GS∗
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Comparison of shell model and GS∗

occupancies for the 9/2− and 21/2− isomers in odd-A N =
126 isotones.

N = 126 isotones and compared them in Figs. 5 and 6
with the GS∗ results associated with Ω = 7. The agree-
ment between the shell model and GS∗ occupancies is
quite encouraging, and clearly supports the configuration
mixing used by us for these isotonic isomers. Similar re-
sults may be expected for N = 128 and N = 130 isotonic
chains where the dimensions of shell model Hamiltonian
would be larger.
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V. g−FACTORS OF 9/2− STATES IN VARIOUS

ISOTOPIC CHAINS

The g−factor values of an odd−Z nucleus can reflect
the orbital occupied by the unpaired proton, provided
that the nucleus can be described with a rather pure
single-particle wave function. Fig. 7(a) presents the ex-
perimental [16] and calculated g−factor trends for the

proton 9/2
−

states with respect to neutron number in
Bi, At and Fr isotopes. In case of multiple measure-
ments, the weighted average value has been adopted. The
signs of g−factors wherever not known, are assumed to
be positive on the basis of systematics. The GSSM and
GSSM∗ trends, corresponding to Ω = 16 and Ω = 7
respectively, are shown for comparison. The calculated
GSSM and GSSM∗ estimates come closer to the experi-
mental data in comparison to the pure Schmidt line for
proton h9/2 orbital. Further empirical matching may re-
quire the core polarisation and particle-hole excitations
etc. as discussed by Poppelier and Glaudemans [53]. The

g−factors of the 9/2
−
isomers in the neutron-deficient Tl

isotopes (Z = 81, one proton-hole configuration) are also
shown and found to be in good agreement with those of
the 9/2

−
ground states in all the three Bi, At and Fr

isotopic chains except for 199,201Bi. The g-factors sup-
port the suggested proton-configuration mixing very well
otherwise they would be negative in sign if neutron con-
figurations were to dominate.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Comparison of (a) experimen-
tal [16] and calculated g−factor trends, (b) experimental [40]
Q−moment trends for the 9/2− states in Tl, Bi, At and Fr
isotopes. Experimental data for Q−moments in Bi isotopes
have also been updated from [43]. The dotted line in panel
(a) represents the pure Schmidt-moment value of g−factor in
proton h9/2 orbital.

Fig. 7(b) presents the experimental [40] Q−moment

trends for the 9/2
−

states in Tl, Bi, At and Fr isotopes
which exhibit a nearly constant behavior with increas-
ing neutron number (as expected from theory) as the
wave functions are mainly dominated by odd-protons.
All the three Bi, At and Fr isotopes shift towards near
spherical value at N = 126, closed shell configuration.
The Q−moment trends for these states in N = 120, 122
isotones also support the generalized seniority interpre-
tation, as it varies from negative value to near zero on
increasing Z, similar to the case discussed in Fig. 3(a)
for N = 124, 126 isotones. Future measurements of
Q−moments for 199,201Bi may also support the same be-
havior since the other two known values for N = 116, 118
isotones are in line with this. The difference in the ab-
solute Q−moments can be understood due to proton-
hole/particle situation so that these 9/2

−
states become

excited states for Tl isotopes while they lie as ground
states for Bi, At and Fr isotopes. The 9/2

−
isomers in Tl

isotopes support oblate deformation along with large neg-
ative Q−moments. These moments for the 9/2

−
states

arising from an odd−Z configuration reflect the role of
seniority and associated symmetries due to pairing cor-
relations in Tl, Bi, At and Fr isotopes. This can further
be related to the role of proton spectator in the origin
of generalized seniority 13/2

+
, 12+ and 33/2

+
isomers in

Hg (with two proton-holes) and Po (with two proton-
particles) isotopes so that the isomeric decay properties
remain very similar to the case in Pb isotopes [13].

VI. CONCLUSION

The 9/2−, 8+ and 21/2− isomers in and around N =
126 closed shell are usually understood as arising from
pure h9/2 configuration on the basis of their B(E2)

trends. Recent B(E2) measurements on 214,216Th iso-
topes lead to a contrasting behavior and support a very
low value instead of pure seniority predictions. In ad-
dition, the measured moments of these 9/2

−
, 8+ and

21/2
−

isomers, which are very sensitive to the nucleonic
configurations, lie quite far from the pure h9/2-moments.
The puzzle of finding a consistent configuration to ex-
plain both their decays and moments turns out to be
challenging. In this paper, this puzzle has successfully
been resolved by using the generalized seniority. These
9/2

−
, 8+ and 21/2

−
isomers have been established as

generalized seniority v = 1, v = 2 and v = 3 isomers
using the proton h9/2⊗f7/2⊗ i13/2 multi-j configuration.
The best calculated results to explain their experimen-
tal B(E2) rates along with the Q−moment and g−factor
trends are found with configuration mixing correspond-
ing to Ω = 7. This choice is based on the limited mix-
ing of f7/2 ⊗ i13/2 orbitals in the total wave functions
dominated by h9/2 orbital. This in a way supports the
non-degeneracy of the multi-j orbitals in the quasi-spin
scheme. The microscopic shell model calculations for the
N = 126 isotonic isomers support the generalized senior-
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ity results. The g−factor and Q−moment trends for the
odd-proton 9/2− states in Tl (Z = 81), Bi (Z = 83),
At (Z = 85) and Fr (Z = 87) isotopes are also discussed.
Predictions have been made at various places for the gaps
in measurements. Such phenomenological model calcula-
tions become important especially when the other micro-
scopic model calculations become involved. To conclude,
the regular occurrence of isotonic isomeric states is due
to the dominance of spherical symmetries which consis-
tently explains their decay properties and moments.
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